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Welcome to our new weekly SPCS newsletter you will receive every Friday.
Please send me your news articles, photos, travel diaries, conference reports
or funnys by 9am each Friday.
Email sharlene.wilson@canterbury.ac.nz

Rudi’s Weekly Report.
The new term is upon us and
student numbers are up this
year across the School, this
presents us with new challenges
and opportunities.
Kia ora koutou
Hope everyone had a good summer
break, and that you are fully
recharged. It has been a tough start
to 2019, and although things will
take some time to settle following
the passing away of one of our own,
we have a number of things to look
forward to.
I would like to welcome our new
visitors to the School, Professor Tom
Bennett, Professor Thisbe Lindhorst,
Professor Mark DiSteffano and
Professor Philipp Richter. Professor
Bennett is a Cambridge Scholar,
Professors Lindhorst, DiSteffano and
Richter are Erskine Fellows.

We are fortunate to be able to
host such eminent researchers and
I encourage you to make time to
interact and to get to know them and
their research.
On other exciting news, Associate
Professor Karen Pollard helped host
and coordinate the IAU International
Women and Girls in Astronomy Day
in association with the Canterbury
Astronomical Society this past
Monday (11th Feb). On the 12th
of February, Associate Professor
Sarah Masters helped coordinate
the Christchurch Global Women’s
Breakfast as part of the “Empowering
Women in Chemistry: A Global
Networking Event”. Well done,
and thank you for supporting these
important initiatives.
The new term is upon us and student
numbers are up this year across the
School, this presents us with new
challenges and opportunities.
I would like to thank all the students
that have come forward to help as
demonstrators and tutors. If you
would like to be a demonstrator,

Welcome to our Visiting Academics.
Mark DistefanoWest 754,
hosted by Richard
20/02-24/05

Philipp Richter West 754 ,
hosted by Michael
10/02-04/06
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Facebook(@PhysandChematUC)
Twitter (@UCNZ_PhysChem)
WeChat(Physical&ChemicalSciences)

please see Sharlene
Wilson if you have
not done so yet.
In other news,
Professor Bryce
Williamson has
been appointed
as the new Dean for Postgraduate
Studies, good luck with the new post
Bryce!
Dr. Anthea Lees and Dr. Laura Revell
have kindly agreed to cover Bryce’s
first and third year courses. Thank
you for your help.
Good luck with the new semester, it
looks like an exciting year ahead.
Professor Rudi Marquez
Head of School

Welcome Morning Tea
Thisbe Lindhorst West 721 ,
hosted by Fez
13/02-06/04

Thursday 21st February 10.15-11am
in West 701
Please come along to our morning tea
to welcome our four visitors .

Thomas Bennett West 748,
hosted by Paul
11/02-05/04

More about Tom on page 3.
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing.

NZIC2019 Conference –
Save the Date

Staff Training Programme.
Did you know you can now apply for professional development through UCPeoThe 2019 NZIC conference will
ple ?
Log in to UCPeople then navigate to the Professional Development tile. Request take place in Christchurch on 24-28
November, website to be released
Training Enrollment and search by course and/or date.
shortly, save the date! There will be
opportunities for conference helpers
during the week and also in the lead
up to the conference. https://nzic.org.
nz/conferences/.

Seminars

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/science/schools-and-departments/phys-chem/physics--astronomy-seminars/

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/science/schools-and-departments/phys-chem/chemistry-seminars/

Teaching Assistant roles for 2019.
We are now taking Applications for the School of Physical and Chemical Sciences Teaching Assistant roles for 2019.
If you are enrolled at the University of Canterbury (or intent to enroll) in 2019 ,click on the link for the tutor and/or labs
demonstrator roles that you are applying for.
If you are successful you will receive a full year contract for the 2019 academic year. You need to be available
Please note that a contract is no guarantee of hours all year.
Senior Teaching Assistant (SPCS Tutorials) https://uctempvacancies.canterbury.ac.nz/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/
HRMS/c/HRS_HRAM_FL.HRS_CG_SEARCH_FL.GBL?Page=HRS_APP_JBPST_FL&FOCUS=Applicant&Action=U&SiteId=2&PostingSeq=1&JobOpeningId=6742
Senior Teaching Assistant (SPCS Labs)https://uctempvacancies.canterbury.ac.nz/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/
HRS_HRAM_FL.HRS_CG_SEARCH_FL.GBL?Page=HRS_APP_JBPST_FL&FOCUS=Applicant&Action=U&SiteId=2&PostingSeq=1&JobOpeningId=6743
Tutor/Teaching Assistant (SPCS Tutorials)https://uctempvacancies.canterbury.ac.nz/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/
HRS_HRAM_FL.HRS_CG_SEARCH_FL.GBL?Page=HRS_APP_JBPST_FL&FOCUS=Applicant&Action=U&SiteId=2&PostingSeq=1&JobOpeningId=6744
Lab Demonstrator (SPCS Labs)https://uctempvacancies.canterbury.ac.nz/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/HRS_HRAM_
FL.HRS_CG_SEARCH_FL.GBL?Page=HRS_APP_JBPST_FL&FOCUS=Applicant&Action=U&SiteId=2&PostingSeq=1&JobOpeningId=6745
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Student UpdateFormer Physics and
Astronomy Student
Toby Hendy
(email to Peter Cottrell)

Toby completed her BSc at
Canterbury in 2015 and then did
her honours year at ANU. This is an
update from her of what she's been
up to since then. "I got first class
honours and then started a PhD in
physics at ANU. I was less than a
year into the PhD when I actually left
to work on my own YouTube channel
full time. I have a channel that now

has nearly 10 million views and over
120,000 subscribers. I talk about
math, physics, astronomy and I earn
money through advertising revenue
and also through sponsorships from
educational companies. I'm also doing a bit of other science communication work including freelance video
editing. Here is a link to my channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/tibees.
It does feel a bit awkward sharing it
with academics because you are not
the target audience for the videos.
I've only been doing this full time
for about 4 months and I am really
enjoying what i'm doing now. I'm
not sure how long this will be my
job for and I may return to a PhD in
the future, but I would likely start on
a different topic if I were to do that.
As long as the channel is growing I
am going to keep making videos, it
is also a great launchpad into science communication work which I
really enjoy. I am currently living
in Queensland with my family who
have moved over here.”
Happy New Year
Toby

Dr. Thomas Douglas Bennett
Visiting Cambridge Scholar

I was born in South Shields, in the
North-East of England, in 1986. I read
the Natural Sciences Tripos at the
University of Cambridge as an undergraduate, specialising in Chemistry
and gaining a 1st class MSci (Hons)
in 2008. I then completed a PhD in
the Materials Science and Metallurgy
Department, on the physical properties of porous materials, under Professor Anthony K. Cheetham FRS.
After completing my PhD, I spent the
2012/2013 academic year in secondary school education, as a Chemistry Teacher. A 3 year independent
Research Fellowship at Trinity Hall,
University of Cambridge followed,
where I started a Royal Society University Research Fellowship in 2016.
I now lead a research group of 14
researchers.
Past awards include the Woldemar
A. Weyl International Glass Science Award (2019), ISIS Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory Science Impact
Award (2018), the PANalytical Award
(2013), and making the shortlist for
the Chemical Communications lectureship and European Young Chemist award (2018).

for protective coatings, screens and
communications technologies.
I am particularly interested in establishing international links, and hold
a visiting professorship at the Wuhan
University of Technology, China,
alongside a visiting scientist position
at CSIRO Melbourne.
In addition, I chair the new Royal
Society of interest group on porous
materials, organize the annual UK
porous materials conference, and sit
on the International Zeolite Association Advisory Board on metal-organic
framework structures.

Personally, I am passionate regarding science and university outreach
activities, and frequently give talks on
Our research centers on the thermo-mechanical properties of porous access to higher education, in the UK.
materials (or ‘sponges’), and specifi- I am an extremely keen tramper, and
cally those used in clean air technolo- love the New Zealand back country
gies, water desalination, drug delivery, hut system. Any tips, comments and
suggestions for research, or tramping,
catalytic and harmful gas storage.
would be most grateful.
Recently, the group has also commenced work on new types of liquids
and glasses, resulting in the discovery You can get in touch by
the first new glass family found since twitter (@thomasdbennett), or
email tdb35@cam.ac.uk.
metallic glasses in the 1970s.
These ‘hybrid’ glasses are meltquenched glasses which exhibit char- Additionally, please pop by for a chat,
I am based in office 748 in West.
acteristics of organic and inorganic
compounds, and importantly demon- Biscuits may, or may not be provided.
strate superior chemical properties to
existing glass categories. They possess mechanical properties intermediate between brittle inorganic glasses,
and scratch prone organic polymers.
This work is pursued in close collaboration with major glass industries

For more information about Toby the
‘EduTuber’ https://www.westpac.
com.au/news/in-depth/2019/02/youngscience-fan-turns-edutuber/
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Lillian Rose Marie Taylor
AKA DONNELLY, Danielle Lily
10.8.93 - 30.1.19

Lilly Taylor passed away on the 30th of January 2019. Lilly was a first year PhD student in the
School working in Organic Synthesis. She started her academic career at Massey University,
where she completed her undergraduate degree. After stints at the ANU and the University of
Auckland, Lilly decided to relocate to Christchurch for her PhD. In the short time that Lilly
was in the School, it became clear that she was a very talented and enthusiastic scientist.
Lilly was always happy to help and to find ways to assist her fellow students both in and out of
the lab.
Lilly was passionate about outreach, and was involved in a number of national initiatives
including South Sci and Inspiration Education. She had already been in contact with Jan Wikaira and the Maori development
team about outreach activities involving Maori high school students.
She was awarded the AMP Regional award in 2018 for promoting diversity in science and sustainability in New Zealand.
Lilly had a number of interests outside science. She was a
keen baker, an amazing cook ,very keen on fashion and could
often be found providing food and dinner for her colleagues.
Lilly’s enthusiasm, kindness and willingness to help will be
sorely missed.
Some of her awards and achievements
• AMP Regional Award Winner (2018)
Awarded for work promoting diversity in science and sustainability in New Zealand
• Homeward Bound Participant (2018/19)
One of 3 NZ based woman in STEM selected for the HB leadership initiative that includes a 3 week expedition in Antarctica
• Governor General’s Science Forum (2018)
Selected to partake in the forum at Government House, hosted by Dame Patsy Reddy to
talk with scientists and industry members about sustainability and agriculture.
• Invited to be a regional judge for the Sir Paul Callaghan Eureka Awards (2018)
• Featured in the Ministry of Education’s Women in Stem Campaign (2016)
• Full scholarship to attend the 2016 Nuclear Research School
in Sydney, Australia
• NZ Treasury Gold Award (2015)
Awarded for essay titled “Chemistry and the Synthesis of a
New, New Zealand”.
• 200 level New Zealand Institute of Chemistry Award (2014)
Awarded for first place
Lab and Research Experience
• Research school of Chemistry, Australian National University
(February 2017- November 2017
Towards the synthesis of the selaginellin and selaginpulvilin
natural products
• Steve Davies Group, Chemistry Department, Oxford University (December 2016-February 2017)
Asymmetric synthesis of (R,R)-β-hydroxyornithine and it’s
epimer
• Gareth Rowlands Research Group, Institute of Fundamental
Sciences, Massey University (2015-2016)
Synthesized new phosphine ligands for the use in BuchwaldHartwig amination and Suzuki coupling
• Undergraduate Research Paper, Institute of Fundamental Sciences, Massey University (2014)
Attempted enantio-specific synthesis of the ABCE rings of the tetracyclic ring core of strychnine
• Organic synthesis lab, Institute of Fundamental Sciences, Massey University (summer 2014)
Synthesis of caffeine from theobromine in an attempt to design a new undergraduate laboratory experiment
Read more about Lilly
•
https://www.curiousminds.nz/profiles/lilly-taylor/
•
https://chuffed.org/project/empower-woman-in-stemm-lillys-homeward-bound-journey
•
https://nxtstep.co.nz/blog/life-as-a-science-leader-with-lilly-taylor/
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Harry Hindmarsh Atkinson (1929-2018)

William Tobin

Duncan Steel (Centre for Space Science Technology) has relayed the sad
news of the death of Harry Atkinson,
one of the Department of Physics'
many distinguished graduates.
Harry Atkinson was born in
Wellington into a prominent family, his paternal grandfather having
been Prime Minister. His father was
head of the Patent Office; meeting
inventors sparked Harry's interest in
science. Chemistry was an initial
focus, aided by the easy availability of exciting compounds such as
potassium cyanide from a Wellington
supplier called Wiltons. The family
moved to Nelson when Harry was
about 12 where he attended Nelson
College, Rutherford's old school.
His next stop was Canterbury
University College (as UC then was)
where he became bored with chemistry ("particularly organic chemistry,
which in those days seemed to have
no rhyme or reason about it") and
decided to specialize in physics. In
1952 he completed an M.Sc.Hons.
under the supervision of Prof. F.C.
Chalklin entitled "A measurement of
the absorption coefficients of argon
for X-rays of wavelengths between
38 and 56 Angstrom." Cornell for
a Ph.D. was the next step, but once
there Harry decided the 5 years
required for an American doctorate
was too long, so he moved to the
Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge. He was to spend the rest of
his life in the UK. For his Ph.D. he
researched metal fatigue, which had
recently caused de Havilland Comet aeroplanes to break up in flight.
(Chalklin died in an air crash in
1954, but it was a Lockheed Constellation aircraft, and the cause was its
undercarriage hitting a sea wall while
landing.) Harry's thesis "Small angle
scattering of X-rays and neutrons
from metals" was completed in 1959.
For the neutrons, he had to experiment at the Atomic Energy Research
Establishment at Harwell, which led
to a fellowship there on controlled
nuclear fusion. Harry soon decided
that unlimited power from seawater
was some way off (it still is) and
moved over the fence to the adjacent
Rutherford Laboratory, where he
headed the General Physics Group.
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Harry and Anne Atkinson in 2012.

In 1968 Harry moved to Whitehall
as a government advisor/administrator,
followed in 1972 by appointment to
head the Science Research Council's
Astronomy & Space Division. This
was a time of considerable expansion
in British astronomy with the construction of telescopes in the Canary
Islands and Hawaii, and expansion
of radio-telescopes near Manchester
and Cambridge. He was influential in
the formation of the European Space
Agency as British delegate, and later
as vice-chairman and chairman of the
ESA Council. He commented "ESA
always seemed to be enormously
expensive compared to any other
way of doing something. [However,
ESA missions almost always actually
worked!]" After semi-retirement in
1990, Harry worked as Chief Scientist at the Loss Prevention Council (a
British insurance-industry body). "It
was quite fun ... we commissioned
studies on all sorts of things -- from
global climate change ... to the
stealing of wheelie bins." In 1999 he
became chairman of UK Government
Task Force on Near-Earth Objects
(i.e. asteroids and comets that might
crash into us), and now has an asteroid
named after him : (5972) Harryatkinson.
Harry was one of the donors who
c.1980 contributed to the 1-m (McLellan) Telescope project at Mt John, and
wrote letters of support ("...because
the site is so far south, certain key

cosmic objects including the Magellanic Clouds could be observed during
12 months of the year (compared with
only 4 months a year from the big Anglo-Australian Observatory at Siding
Spring); and that for variable stars,
also an important subject, NZ's longitude enables a unique contribution to
be made to world-wide studies.")
Harry's great uncle, Arthur Samuel
Atkinson, was an amateur astronomer
who observed the 1882 Transit of
Venus from the grounds of Fairfield
House, his home in Nelson. When I
was preparing materials for the 2012
Transit of Venus, Harry provided me
with a copy of a splendid photograph
of Arthur and others resting after observing the Transit. This photo made
it to the cover of the March 2012 issue
of Southern Stars. We had an extensive exchange of e-mails concerning
his forebears, about whom much has
been written. On a trip to the UK,
my wife and I had a lovely lunch with
Harry and his wife Anne at their home
in Bampton, to the west of Oxford.
I have cribbed much of what I have
written above from an obituary written
by Duncan Steel -- on-line at:
https://sciblogs.co.nz/out-ofspace/2019/01/27/harry-hindmarsh-atkinson-obituary/
-- and the interview with Harry conducted in 2008 by the Oral History of
Europe in Space project:
https://archives.eui.eu/en/isaar/
oral_history
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Do Luxe Labs Shape Science?

Nature 564, 36-38 (2018)

Probing a study claiming that swanky buildings spark discovery.

Laboratory Lifestyles: The Construction of Scientific Fictions Sandra
Kaji‑O’Grady, Chris L. Smith and
Russell Hughes MIT Press (2019)
From the Francis Crick Institute in
London to Japan’s Okinawa Institute
of Science and Technology, much has
been made of how architecture influences scientists’ work. That is, how
sunlit benches help researchers’ mental health; how cushy breakout spaces
spark spontaneous collaboration; and
how walking trails and yoga classes
rebalance workaholic tendencies.
Indeed, many who work in academic
and corporate science agree that builtin amenities add productivity.
As someone who has chronicled scientists’ lives for Nature and other media
outlets for nearly two decades, I’ve
heard a great deal about the power of
place to boost or sap the will of postdocs and principal investigators. But, The bold design of the Salk Institute for Biomedical Studies in La Jolla, California, is intended to attract star scientists
as a former cell biologist, I want to see
ty? The authors write that it is “imposaccents and white travertine marthe data. So I picked up Laboratory
sible to prove causality”. Given that
ble
courtyard.
That
bold
facade
was
Lifestyles with some anticipation.
intended to lure star scientists, philan- establishing causalities is scientists’
lifeblood, the lack of evidence that the
thropists and partners, and engage
What I found was a book that, alhipster-hub aesthetic actually recruits,
the
public.
It
has
done
all
this.
When
though not strong on data, offers
retains or spurs innovators is alarming.
I
was
a
graduate
student
there,
the
an agreeable, sometimes surprising
views
of
para-gliders
over
the
Pacific
journey through the history and trends
In the 2000s, eminent architects creOcean and the sea breezes lifted my
of laboratories built around lifestyle
ated lab buildings for two companies
spirits
amid
the
worst
experimental
— scientists’ conversations, proclivin Basel, Switzerland — Actelion (defails.
What
I
did
not
understand
then
ities and interactions, not just their
signed by Herzog and de Meuron) and
was
the
Salk’s
real
breakthrough:
its
apparatus. Edited by Australia-based
Novartis (Frank Gehry, among others)
open-plan lab benches, crafted to enarchitecture scholars Sandra Ka— along with Singapore’s science-hub
courage
conversations
and
enable
easy
ji-O’Grady, Chris Smith and Russell
campus one-north (the late Zaha
rearrangements
as
science
evolved.
Hughes, the journey begins in the
Hadid). Funky, illuminating facades
Soon,
this
innovation
was
adopted
1950s and 1960s in California, then,
take centre stage in these edifices in
as now, a magnet for science. An early the world over. (The book does not
a bid to attract venture capitalists and
cover
more-controversial
aspects
of
chapter showcases how the southern
encourage breakthroughs.
the
Salk’s
configuration:
its
separation
Californian lifestyle of surfing and
Social experiment
of
senior
and
junior
staff,
for
instance,
outdoor living crept into the design
has been criticized as elitist.)
of the RAND Corporation’s original
The authors argue that this trend
‘waffle’ building in Santa Monica, and
towards ‘luxe labs’ is a grand social
Contributors
Kathleen
Brandt
and
Brithe sweeping ocean-to-mountain vistas
experiment, with scientists as guinea
an
Lonsway
take
us
to
the
early
1970s
of the Hughes Research Laboratories
pigs. They veer into an ethnographic
in Malibu. The ‘work hard, play hard’ with Xerox’s Palo Alto Research
study of researchers and their relationCenter
(PARC)
conference
room,
a
hamantra guided coastal California’s
ships to these buildings and breakout
ven
decked
with
then-novel
beanbag
deep thinkers long before biotechspaces, eavesdropping on their lunch
chairs
and
whiteboard
walls
instead
of
nology company Genentech and its
a conference table. Set in the then-na- conversations. They often cite the
amenity-fuelled approach to research
1979 book Laboratory Life by socioloscent Silicon Valley, PARC’s output
arrived in South San Francisco.
gists Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar,
was
attributed
as
much
to
its
culture
Open-plan innovation
who shadowed Salk staff like anthroas to the talent it attracted. Its ‘creative hive’ atmosphere has since been pologists, and argued that scientists’
The book rightly dwells on the archisocial interactions govern which lines
tectural breakthrough of Louis Kahn’s recreated, with heavy investment, at
of enquiry are ultimately pursued.
workplaces
ranging
from
Google
to
1963 Salk Institute for Biological
biotech
up-and-comer
Moderna
TheraStudies in La Jolla, California, with
peutics in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Scientists, however, are everyday huits imposing concrete facades, teak
But did the beanbags boost productivi- mans. Do they need lavish surround-
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ings or unusual furniture to trigger
intellectual discussion?
The designers of the Blizard Building, the biomedical hub of Queen
Mary University of London, certainly
thought so. Among its fantastical architectural elements are “mushroom”,
“cloud” and “spikey” pods serving as
meeting and lounge spaces that “hover
over the subterranean laboratories
below”. The lab benches are standard,
but sunken. I imagine researchers’
annoyance at climbing stairs to get to
their nearby desks, or wondering over
the whimsical meeting spaces, when
a few tables by the large windows
would do.
Where’s the evidence?
It is all very well for the physicists at
the Perimeter Institute in Waterloo,
Canada, to feel they can scribble on
the vast windows, but spaces where
experiments happen must be practical
and utilitarian. And contemplation can
occur anywhere — in the shower, on a
commute, while hiking (the Santa Fe
Institute in New Mexico, set among
hills and thermal pools, appreciates
this). So far, no one has investigated
whether Google engineers zipping
around on Razor scooters to Lego-building stations innovate more
freely than do their counterparts at
more strait-laced firms.

But the authors’ own photos show
atria and plentiful couches devoid of
humans (although they probably make
nice napping platforms for overworked postdocs). Without evidence,
it is an over-reach to say that the
building’s design accomplishes these
grand goals.
I really wanted to see a controlled
study on the nexus of built environment and research productivity. How
difficult would it be to compare the
output from researchers in the sleek
NGI with that of those in an antiquated Manchester lab? Or to see whether
Salk scientists in sunny La Jolla have
made more breakthroughs than their
counterparts in dreary basement labs
at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota?

Stranger even is the assertion at the
end of Laboratory Lifestyles: that the
dawn of the “petabyte age” of big data
will make scientists and their hypotheses — and presumably labs — obsolete. Is this book an exploration of the
lab or a prediction of its demise? In
any case, it throws considerable doubt
on whether some prominent lab architects understand the very passions that
make lab occupants tick.
Nature 564, 36-38 (2018)
https://www.nature.com/articles/
d41586-018-07623-3

In general, there seems to be a notable
lack of consultation between architects
and people who will work in their
creations. One exception is the 2015
National Graphene Institute (NGI)
on the campus of the University of
Manchester, UK. Designers collaborated with institute researchers to yield
a beautiful, functional building with
easily adaptable clean rooms and other
lab spaces enclosed by glass that invite
both light and transparency around the
work. Contributors Albena Yaneva and
Stelios Zavos conclude that the NGI’s
labs actively shape and regulate the
research culture, promoting “ecologies
of innovation”, and “new alliances of
science, society, and industry”.
The Blizzard Building at Queen Mary University of London has sunken labs and elevated meeting pods.
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